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systems are capable to detect small concentrations of substances and allow to register the added mass with an 
accuracy less than one attogpamm (10-18 g) (the mass of a virus amounted to several attogramms) [Singamaneni et 
al. (2008)]. 
Cantilevers are used in two modes, called as the static-mode and the dynamic-mode. Sensing biomolecular 
interactions in the static-mode relies on binding induced changes in the cantilever deflection caused by differential 
surface stress. The implementation of the static mode is the most simple. On the other hand, sensing in the dynamic-
mode relies on binding-induced changes in cantilever resonant frequency caused by mass-change or stiffness change 
[Johnson et al. (2008)]. The dynamic method allow to real time measure of mass changes.  
There are various methods for measuring natural frequency of cantilever vibration.  Interferometry is highly 
sensitive technic [Gupta et al. (2012)]. However, due to their high sensitivity, the interferometers are open to an 
influence of external impacts such temperature drift, industrial noise, etc. Moreover, classical homodyne 
interferometers are very sensitive to a quality of probe beam. The last issue makes difficult (or even impossible) 
practical use of interferometers in application where probe beam is reflected/scattered from micro-scale objects, 
which drastically perturb wavefront of probe beam. The problem could be solved if an adaptive interferometer based 
on using dynamic hologram continuously recorded in photorefractive crystal will be used instead of classical 
interferometer [Stepanov (1991)]. Due to adaptive properties of a dynamic hologram, such an interferometer can 
stably operate in industrial environment and also with light waves having complex and completely different wave 
fronts. 
In this work, we present preliminary experimental result of applying adaptive interferometry technique based on 
dynamic holograms recorded in photorefractive crystal for measurement of molecule mass and concentration. 
2. Experimental setup and results 
The scheme of the system is shown in Fig. 1. The sensitive element of the system is a chitosan coated cantilever.  
The cantilever has dimensions of 250 × 40 × 15 μm and a natural frequency of 179 kHz. Chitosan film of 150 nm in 
thickness was deposited on the one surface of the cantilever by spin coating system Chemat Technology Spin-Coater 
KW-4A [Mironenko et al. (2014)]. Ability of chitosan to sorb a variety of organic and inorganic substances (metal 
ions, saturated hydrocarbons, soluble organic substances, etc.) provide a sensitivity of the measurement system to 
changes in concentration of these substances. Natural oscillations of the cantilever are excited by laser pulses with a 
wavelength of 532 nm, duration of 7 ns, energy of 0.5 mJ. Cantilever vibrations with durations of 2 ms are measured 
by the adaptive interferometer which implement with the use of semi-insulating photorefractive CdTe crystal and 
CW light at wavelength 1064 nm generated by Nd:YAG laser. The laser radiation is split into object and reference 
beams in a ratio of 1:5. The object beam is focused by a lens onto the free end of the cantilever. The beam reflected 
from the cantilever, gets in a photorefractive crystal (PRC), where interacts with a reference wave. The interaction 
of the object and reference waves in the PRC provides a transformation of phase changes in reflected wave caused 
by cantilever oscillation into changes of wave intensity which are detected by photoreceiver [Romashko et al. (2014, 
Quantum Electronics)]. 
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